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METHODOLOGY
Peoples Pulse, a Hyderabad-based Research Organization
specializing in fieldwork based political and electoral research
undertook a month long ground study in poll bound Madhya
Pradesh.
The field study was led and coordinated by Peoples Senior
Associate Dr. Sajjan Kumar, a Ph.D from CPS, JNU.
Peoples Pulse research scholars travelled over 6000 kilometres
across Madhya Pradesh covering all the six sub-regions of the state,
Gwalior, Bundelkhand, Baghelkhand, Mahakoshal, Malwa and
Bhopal to understand the mood of the people at the ground level.
This was done from 28th May to 27th June, 2018, about six months
b e f o re th e s che d ul e f o r M ad h y a
Pradesh Assembly elections.
Peoples Pulse research scholars
covered 44 out of 51 districts of the
state, with 7 districts, namely, Bhind
i n t h e G wal i o r reg io n , S ag ar i n
Bundelkhand region, Singrauli and
Murwara in Baghelkhand region,
Na rs imh ap u r a n d Bur h an pu r i n
Mahakoshal region and Neemuch in
Malwa region could not be covered.
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This study was undertaken to ascertain the people’s opinions
and perceptions on the current political scenario as well as their
future choices. As part of the study and as a background to people’s
opinion, their economic, social and political status as well as
perceived problems were also collected.
The study was based on open-ended free-wheeling conversations
with respondents to elicit their views on a host of issues
interspersed with the question related to the specific study. The
respondents were chosen through puposive sampling keeping in view
the highest possible representatives of them. Our researchers met
with various sections of the people and understood their views on
different issues and political parties through social listening.
The study was intense wherein on an average 26-30 groups were
interviewed per day with an average time span of 30 minutes with
each group.
This is the first study report of the ground level ahead of the
2018 Assembly elections. Two more studies would be conducted.
In addition a pre-poll survey with a structured questionnaire just
ahead of the elections. This particularly report is not intended to
make either a prediction of seats or an assessment of the parties
respective vote shares.
As the secondary literature on the
electoral and political history of the state
reveals, the upper castes’ hold over power
in post-Mandal phase in the state has not
loosened to the extent as has been the case
in other constituents of Hindi-Heartland
lik e Uttar Prad es h and Bihar. What
differentiates Madhya Pradesh the most
is the near absence of OBC assertion as a
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social factor, their political ascendency
no t wi t h s t an d i n g . The domina nt
explanation informing weaker trajectory
of OBC assertion is demographic, i.e,
lack of a dominant intermediary caste at
par with Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. Since,
the state, despite having 80 OBC castes,
doesn’t witness any anchor from among
them who could capture the imagination
of the rest even in the wake of Mandalisation of Indian politics.
This has been on account of the numerical weakness of individual
OBC castes who are further fragmented by the distinct sub-regional
lines denoting specific cultural contexts.
Besides, MP didn’t witness any significant ‘Dalit movement’
despite the community constituting 16% of the state’s population
and BSP endeavouring to replicate UP model in the state. Nor did
the Tribal comprising 21% of state’s population ever aspire for
autonomous space.
In this backdrop of lack of any significant caste and ethnicity
based identity assertion as a methodological parameter, it was
decided to privilege the occupational identity of the respondents
as the prime marker informing this politico-electoral study. In
particular, the occupational identity along the lines of agrarian
(f armers , l ab o urer s a nd far mer-cu m-la bou rer s ), bu s i ne ss
class, service classand working classwere found to be the dominant
markers.
Thereafter, in a concentric way, the responses were differentiated
along the caste, community, gender, age and regional factors to
capture the interplay of occupational and ascriptive identity, caste,
community, gender etc, in all its richness.
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PRO-CHANGE SENTIMENT CLAMOURING
FOR A DECISIVE LEADERSHIP
The dominant narrative across all the sub-regions is a quest
for ‘change’. The combination of factors like incessant price-rise
including petrol and diesel prices, rampant low level corruption
(from tehsil level to revenue department), destruction of rural and
agrarian economy and livelihood on account of Demonetization,
farmer’s anger on the issue of lower MSP and policies like,
‘Bhavantar’, allegedly benefitting the intermediary Vyaparis and
their woes due to the half-backed-experimental practice of digital
payment, causing undue delays in money getting credited in their
account, thereby damaging the prospect of the old mode of cashbased agricultural practices, far outweigh the pro-government
positive responses based on peoples’ satisfaction with welfare
policies like Rs.1 kg rice, PM Aawas Yojna and Ujjawala Yojna for
BPL families, Ladli Laxmi Yojna and other schemes for girl child,
besides the general scenario of a much better supply of electricity
and road network as compared to 2003 when Congress lost power
to BJP.

However, the dominant sentiment for change, as of now, seems
to be anchorless, without a face and lacking a leader who could
channelize them, instil a sense of confidence and catapult the prochange sentiment as the dominant electoral narrative in the poll
bound state.
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PRECARIAT FARMERS Vs. POPULAR WELFARE POLICIES:

MAMA, MAKAAN AND MAHANGAYI
Rural distress in Madhya Pradesh is primarily about the postdemonetization farmers’ precarious existence. They are emerging
as the miserable class who feel like abandoned section of the
society. However, what differentiates and by extension normalizes
the sufferings of the farmers as a class in Madhya Pradesh is the
societal and cultural norms concerning them which keep floating
in the form of a folk tale as the curse of Lord Ram – something
o n e c an h ea r co min g f ro m an ex as p era te d f ar mer or a
contemptuous vyapari, blaming farmers for all their woos.

THE CURSE OF RAM:
After 14 years of exile when Lord Ram returned to Ayodhya,
all the subjects–the priests, Vyaparis, warriors, and even birds and
animals bathed and looked their best in their limited way as they
were elated to welcome the lord. However, the farmers came in
ragged clothes looking shabby. Lord
R a m as ked ev e ryo n e a b o u t t h e i r
welfare and the state of things in his
absence under Bharat, his younger
brother, who was ruling Ayodhya on
his behalf. Everyone praised the just
and benign rule except the farmers
who remained silent. When Ram asked
the reason behind their silence, the
6
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farmers complained that Bharat’s rule
was unjust and they were squeezed of
their crops leading to their sufferings.
Being the divine incarnate, Lord Ram
knew the reality, which was just the
opposite.
He saw, that Bharat took food
grains from farmers on the reverse side
of the ‘weighing scale’ (which means
he took nothing in effect) and returned
them from the front, thereby giving
them free grains on the pretext of returning their due share. And
yet, the farmers were lying and complaining about their miseries.
Infuriated, Lord Ram cursed the farmers that if they couldn’t attain
happiness and satisfaction under his brother’s benign reign, they
would, thenceforth, never attain it. And therefore, the cursed
farmers would never be happy and satisfied even if the ruler would
give them everything.
The above tale has contemporaneous pertinence, both material
and symbolic. Symbolically, the imagery and association of King
with a ‘weighing scale’ betrays the genesis of the story from the
businessmen’s vantage point who in material sense deflects
farmer’s tales and accusations of exploitation at the hand of
merchants and in termed iary businessmen as false charges
emanating from former’s trait of being never satisfied and
indulging in habitual accusations even under the utopian rule. In
fact, if the narrator of this folk-tale happens to be a Jain, chances
are that one would witness an interesting identitarian twist wherein
among the decent and honest audiences welcoming lord Ram, Jains
would find a leading presence either separately or as a substitute
for vyaaparis!
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Interestingly, despite the site of tale being Ayodhya, and
ce n t ral i ty o f ch ar act e rs b ein g R a m, B hara t, f armers an d
vyaaparis, one doesn’t find this tale of cultural normalization of
‘jinxed farmer’ in Uttar Pradesh or neighboring Bihar. It has
something specific to do with state’s tenuous interplay of the
dominant business castes and the farmers’ woos.
In this backdrop, one needs to locate the dynamics and
interplay of contested narratives concerning ‘Rural Distress and
Precariat Farmers’ on the one hand and ‘Popular welfare policies’
on the other.
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CURSE OF NOTEBANDI
RURAL DISTRESS AND PRECARIAT FARMERS

RURAL DISTRESS:
As said earlier, going by the respondents’ narratives, the
existing rural distress in Madhya Pradesh has its roots in the
monetary policy of ‘Demonetization’ that dented the rural and cashdependent peasant economy irreparably and negatively affected
the peasantry across the class and caste lines. However, there are
other fundamental factors that have been detrimental to the general
state of rural and by extension peasant economy and interest.
Barring few exceptions, namely, areas bordering Chhattisgarh
plains, few districts south of river Narmada and areas around
Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh, in general, witnesses drought as a regular
phenomenon, making agriculture heavily dependent on monsoons
– that fails more often than coming to the rescue of the farmers.
He n ce, th e ro le o f
g o v ern men t
a nd
i ts
protective policies assumes
overarching importance.
As an o l d f armer
resp ond ent belonging to
R a jp u t
c as te
in
B u n d el k ha n d regi on a t
Kh eri vi ll ag e, R aj nag ar
Tehsil in Chhatarpur district
opined, ‘Kheti bhagwan pe
hai ki baras jaye to theek
nahi to kuchh nahi… Par
9
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Sarkar se madad mile jab Prakriti ne loota, wo nahi mila kashtkaro
ko’(Farming here is dependent on God wherein if it rains, we are
saved and if not, we have nothing… But the government is
supposed to help farmers when they are betrayed by the nature.
Ho wev er, t he fa rme rs d i d n ’t rec ei v e th e s ame f ro m t h e
government).
Thus, the heavy dependence of agriculture on nature has been
a challenge to the respective state governments in the state in the
pa st to o. What c hanged s ign if icantl y i n the af termath of
Demonetization is the unexpected and sudden blow it gave to the
existing peasant economy. The everyday life of a farmer in peasant
economy is indispensably linked to the triad of ‘cash, credit and
simple but instant mode of payment’. The very premise of
Demonetization as a public policy and the goals that it espoused
were hostile to the ‘tried and tested’ fundamentals to the
fundamental features informing the peasant economy.
From the peasants’ point, in a
series of policies with debilitating
eff ec ts a n d ai ms jus t if y in g t h e
demonetization measures, namely,
heralding India (no exception for rural
India here) into the ‘cashless era’ by
institutionalising and incentivising
‘cash lessness ’ as the desired and
quasi-mandatory policy encompassing
al l wal k of l i v es , wh ich i n t u rn ,
required the mandatory registration of
the people (in our case peasants) at
multiple platforms, namely, banks,
co o p e rat ive s an d mult ip l e a n d
f req u e n t l y ch a n gi ng po r t al s f o r
10
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availing the benefit of customised and shifting government welfare
policies, which further required, the proper identity credential of
the peasants in rural parts wherein multiple identity cards, namely,
Aadhar, PAN etc. became mandatory markers to substantiate the
bonafide credentials of the potential beneficiaries. For the majority
of peasants, this cumbersome and complicated process completely
destroyed two other features of the peasant economy having already
denting the ‘Cash’ element, namely, credit systemand the simple
but instant mode of payment. In nutshell, demonetization for
majority of peasants signifies deathblow to peasant economy and
no wonder, majority of the farmer respondents, irrespective of their
electoral articulations and across the regions, established a direct
link between contemporary ‘agrarian crisis’ and ‘Demonetization’
in Madhya Pradesh.
These aspects reverberated repeatedly into the accounts of
majority of farmer respondents throughout the state. While it is
the complicated banking system that has made life miserable for a
Gujjar farmer at rural Gwalior on Jhansi road, another respondent
in his early 80s belonging to Pansa, OBC caste, is angry as ‘note
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ban’ has depreciated the price of the land drastically thereby
affecting the farmers like him. Further, towards Tikamgarh at Tila
village in Newari tehsil, a group of angry Rajput farmers opined,
‘Kisan ki stithi itni kabhi giri huyi nahi hui, jitni notebandi ke
baad hai’, (The farmers position was never so precarious as has
been after demonetization).
Further, one of the respondent from the group angrily opined
that ‘Modi gave false hope to us that after demonetization we would
have some money in our accounts’. Linking demonetization to
related problems of less rate for their crops and payment related
problems, a group of OBC farmers belong to Lodh caste at
Atraurakala village, Nagaud Tehsil in Satna district, declared that
post-noteban the lack of cash meant the shrinking of market for
crops leading to crop-prices going much below the expected rates
for farmers.
Narrating their woes further, they declare that even the timely
payment based on the meagre rate is a difficult task on account of
requirement of multiple cards like Aadhar, PAN
etc, leading to the string of complaints that they
do not get money in time.
E l ab o rat i ng th i s n ewl y emerg ed
cumbersome aspect, a retired railway employee
at Beohari village in Shahdol district states,
‘bank se apna paisa, pension nikalne me chakar
hai,, aadhar card laao, pan card laao, parichay
patra laao, x laao, y laao, z laao … chakkar hai
aur sab padeshan hain…’ (to withdraw one’s
own money from bank one has to go through
the maddening process of submitting a myriad
of documents and IDs and thereby everyone is
pissed off).
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Further linking demonetization to the difficulties in getting
daily wage works, a young Gond tribal woman at Chiri village,
Narayan Ganj tehsil in Mandla district stated that, ‘Noteban se
corruption aur badha hai… kaam rozgaar ghata hain aur
berozgaari badhi’ (Demonetization led to rise in corruption and
unemployment).
Echoing her sentiment and adding another dimension, a Yadav
respondent at the same place blames Modi and exonerate Shivraj
Singh Chouhan for his woes by saying, ‘Shivraj to theek hain,
Modi jab se aaye tab se public padeshan ho gayi hai, aadhar laao,
ye laao wo laao, 4 din kaam karo, 4 din bank me do… fir chakar
pe chakker ki pahle Ration card laao, fir me praman patra le ke
aao….’(Shivraj is fine, the problem started with Modi as we have
to submit all kind of documents to bank to get our money). In fact,
the group cited an interesting instance to drive home the point
about newly acquired fetish of multiple documentation by the
authorities:
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In this village, a 11-year-old child, Ved Prakash Yadav, s/o
Pyarelal Yadav, a small farmer cum daily wage worker, has been
denied admission into 6 thclass in government Bambhani Bhawal
Higher Secondary School as the child doesn’t have a bank account.
The villagers opined that why should a person have multiple bank
accounts–one in his name and other in children– when there is no
adequate source of income.
Similarly, correlating note ban with price-rise and delayed
payments we found respondents, at Jam village, Lalbara tehsil in
Balaghat district, or in Chhindwara district narrating their specific
cases with common theme of being further marginalized. For
instance, Satish Pawar, an OBC farmer at Bindoor village in
Chhindwara district laments ‘note ban and cashless payment
system’ while narrating how his village, which is known for
vegetable farming in entire district has been at receiving end as
post-noteban the rates of vegetables have considerably dropped,
leading to farmers getting badly affected in the process.
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In another instance, a Mahar Dalit
respondent at Bhadus village in Baitul
dis trict gav e a somewh at lyri cal
ac co u n t o f h i s w o os af t er
demonetization and digital payment
system by saying, ‘Mahangayi ne mar
diya, Bank me line aur dikkat, Khate
me muawaza nai mil raha, Gaon me
kaam nai mil raha…’ (Price-rise has
dented us, Bank means standing in
queue and further problem, there’s no
compensation amount for damaged
crops in our account and we don’t get
job in village anymore).
While recounting the mundane
narrat ives affecting the co mmon
people in countryside, one must be
empathetic to aspects that may seem petty enough to be taken
seriously in policy decisions but have debilitating impact upon
the everyday lives. For instance, a Gond tribe, named Golmand
Gond at Alamgarh village, Chicholi tehsil in Betul district narrated
his anxiety on account of his inability to identify genuine currency
notes from the fake ones as every time he settles for an authentic
currency-note based on their colour, a whole series of new ones
with new colours and shape comes in the market, making his
monetary sense completely miserable.
Ploughing his field, he states, ‘Kisan ka halat kharab hai, Modi
5 saal me bahut kuchh badal diya us se humko dikkat hota hai,
200 ka 500 ka 50 ka note,Wo kya hai ki hum adavasi kam padhe
likhe hain to humko bewakoof bana dete ki ye asli note hai ye
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nakli note hai, is se dikkat ho gaya hai, aur upar se bahut
mahangayi hai’.
Further, bringing another aspect of ‘Rural Distress and
farmer’s sufferings’–the aspect of expected behavioural change
by farmers in financial matters that are inherent in policy of
‘demonetization and digital payment duly endorsed by a series of
documentary proofs every time– a pro-BJP Brahmin farmer
respondent narrated, ‘Notebandi me kisan ko barbad kar diya…ab
har cheez ki rasheed do..Kisan vyapari nahi ho sakta… kisan to
rash eed far ke fek deta ha i… h um kheti kare ya rasheed
sambhale?’(Demonetization has ruined the farmers…. they ask for
bills of every petty transaction … farmers can’t behave like
vyaparis… farmers throw the bill in the dustbin… should we
concentrate on farming or maintaining bills?).
Endorsing the same pattern, Mukesh Rathore a farmer at
Netavali village in Mandsaur district links the last year’s farmers
protest at Mandsaur wherein 6 protesters were killed in police
firing. He states, ‘Kisan padeshan hain, Panjayan hona hi nahi
chahiye, usme kisan ko ghata hai vyapari ko fayda hai, Yojna,
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b o n u s a nd b e ma m e b hr a s h a t a r
hai…Kisan bank me jaao, check le ke
aao, 2-3 din ghumo… chakkar laga
hai…Kisan ko kuchh nahi chahiye ,
bas fa sal ka b ha v chah iye na kad
me .. . Pi ch h le s a al a n d a lo n b h a v
badhane ka tha, kisan ke paas jab tak
maal rahta hai bhav nahi hai, jaise hi
vyapari ke paas jata hai bhav badh
jata hai…’ (Farmers are distressed,
there’s should not be schemes like
registration for payment of their crops
as its favours vyaparis only… there
f armers have to g o t o co n cern ed
department, they are not paid their
money in cash, rather they get payment
through cheque that further delays the
process, where after farmers have to
keep frequenting the bank… All we want is a good rate for our
crop s in cash… last year protest was to just increase the
procurement prices for our crops as until the crops are with farmers,
it has no rate. However, as the same reaches the vyaparis, the rates
multiply.
Further, recounting the web of problems post-demonetization,
he states, ‘ab vyapari ne udhaar dena band kar diya hai. Pahle
shadi me lete the. Ab nahi milta’. (Now vyaparis no more give us
money on credit. Earlier, use used to take it from them on the eve
of marriage etc. Now they don’t give).
Demonstrating next level of exasperation, a group of farmers
sitting at Agar Chouraha, Sarangpur tehsil in Rajgarh district
laments the Prime minister in chorus while one of them stating,
17
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‘Kisan gali de rahe Modi ko… Notebandi me naseeb mar gaya
kisano ke… Kisan ko Murga Murgi bana diya.. 3-3 saal se muawaza
nahi mila.. Zahar khane ka paisa nahi diya nahi to kha le.. aur
upar se karmachari ant-shant loote so alag..’ (farmers are cursing
Modi. Demonetization has spelt extreme bad luck for farmers as
they have been reduced to an oscillating pendulum. We didn’t get
compensation for the last three years. Just that he didn’t give us
money to consume poison, otherwise we would have consumed it.
And on top of that the plundering by government servants are
leaving us nowhere).
Echoing the same sentiment, a Mevara Rajput farmer ’s
household at Ajnai village, Sujal tehsil in Shajapur district narrated
their distress by stating, ‘Fasal bechne mandi me jaaye to diesel
ke paise chhie, waha pahuch ke
paise nahi milte, ghar aane p e
bachche poochhe kya laaye, paisa
hi nahi to kya laaye? Kisan ki stithi
itni kandam ki kai salfas kha ke mar
jaaye.. har kaam ke liye, paise
nikalne ke liye Aadhar card, photo
aur kya kya mange…Humesha kahte
kal aana padso aana, chakkar ho
raha…’ (we need money even to
reach mandi to get our payment.
However, usually we don’t get the
money so easily. Back home it’s
distressing to face the children when
they ask as to what have we brought
for them? What should we say to
t h e m wh en we di d n ’t g e t o u r
money? Farmers are into such a
18
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pathetic situation that we feel like consuming poison. For every
work, be it getting your own payment or something else, a series
of documents like Aadhar card, photo, and other ids are required
wherein farmers are always given a next date for the lack of one
document or the other… It’s like a perpetual cycling).
In fact, while the change of region may witness a variation in
the respective strength of the political parties, however, the tale
of rural distress doesn’t die down and keeps on getting manifested
into various forms including exasperated sarcasm, like the response
of an 81-year-old farmer, Ram Singh Raghuvanshi, at Sakal Kheda
village in Vidisha district when he states, ‘Kisan logo ki notebandi
se bahut padeshani huyi…Pure hi kaam band ho gaye market se
koi pahle paise ka len den hota tha… ab wo kaam band ho gaye…
s a b ku chh b an d h o g a ya …B a s
b h r a s t ac h a r ba nd n a hi h u a ..’
(Demonetization wreaked havoc on
f arme rs , e ve ryt hi n g c ame t o a
standstill including monetary credit
from the market. Everything stopped
except corruption).
Ho wev er, s u c h d ep re s si n g
comments get rebuttal by another
respondent Rajesh Jain, a farmer cum
businessman at Ghatwayi village,
Nateran tehsil in Vidisha district, who
opines, ‘Late payment me kisan ki bhi
galti hai,, maan lo ki rajesh ke naam
se taulwaya, bank ka account kisi aur
ka (apne father ka) chal rahi hai to
der to hogi hi… isme Sarkar ya bank
ki kya galti hai? (farmers are also
19
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responsible for late payment for their crops as X will go to Mandi
and get his crops weighed, however his would end up giving bank
account of his father etc. If such things happen, the delay in
payment is b oun d to happen. Wh ere d o ban k officials or
government come into the picture? However, this seamless
narrative gets further complicated at Badarwas village, Kolaras
tehsil in Shivpuri district where in a household there are just two
members– a widow and his octogenarian father-in-law and the lady
respondent opined, ‘Pahle to notebandi kar diya, ab mandi me
gaye to kahe ki ye lao wo lao … ab buzurg aadmi kaha se laye sab
kuchh… Kisan padeshan hai Modi ke mare…. Wo to aarm kare
waha baithe baithe hum yaha padeshan…’ (First he brought
demonetization and thereafter when we go to Mandi for payment,
they ask for plethora of documents… How do they expect the old
man to get everything they want? He himself is having all his
comfort there and here the farmers are suffering).
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LOW MSP AND MAHANGAYI
The issue of a satisfactory ‘Minimum Support Price’ has been
a constant demand by farmers across the state for long.
However, the issue acquires intensity as per the prevailing
welfare and economic structure. As discussed earlier, one aspect
that clearly comes out from the majority of peasants’ responses in
Ma d hy a Pr ad e s h i s the u n e qu i v o ca l co rr el a ti o n be t wee n
‘Demonetization and Rural and Agrarian Distress’ wherein entire
structure of traditional peasant economy, based on the triad of
‘cash, credit’ and simple but instant mode of payment’, has been
given a death blow. Further, compounding the woes of the farmers
in the state is the general state of things wherein there could be no
conflicting narrative, that is, all the inputs that a farmer has to
invest in farming is costly, while the output that he gets at the end
is purchased at price way below its market rate.
This simple economic discrepancy from a farmers’ point was
expressed overwhelmingly by respondents across the region in
different words that conveyed the same economic fact. Expressions
like, ‘Kisaan jo kharide wo mahanga, kisaan jo beche wo sasta to
21
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mar kisaan rahe hain’, ‘jo bhi bazar se laao wo mahanga hai,
h u ma r i fa s a s a s t i h a i ’, ‘K i sa n ka h a r m aal s as ta h o
gaya’, (Whatever the farmer has to purchase is costly while his
products are cheap).
Taking this state of thing to another level with clarity, Mukesh
Rathore, a farmer at Mandsaur succinctly put it, ‘kisan ke paas
jab tak maal rahta hai bhav nahi hai, jaise hi vyapari ke paas
gaya Bhav uchhal jata hai’ (Until the crop is with farmer there’s
no rate, however, no sooner has it gone to the vyapari the rate
bounces sharply). It must be noted that Mandsaur protest by farmers
started with a simple demand of increasing MSP for their products
which subsequently got violent ending with the death of 6 farmers
in police firings.
During the field-study we found that there was hardly a farmer
who didn’t complain about this issue. Besides, the responses were
not just vague, but specific. The farmers were citing the price
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differential between the rate when of a particular farm product
when they sold it at Mandi or to vyapari and the market price at
which vyapari have been selling them at the same time.
Be it the procurement rate
of Urad-Dal which was reported
to be Rs.1800/quintal while it
was alleged that 10 years ago
the minimum rate used to be
Rs.2000/quintal or maize being
sold at Rs.800/quintal while in
the market the vyaparis are
selling it at Rs.1200/quintal or the fact that a farmer gets Rs. 2000/
quintal for Soybean while the same would be sold to him at Rs.
2500 for a bag of 30 kg and minimum Rs.5000/quintal or cotton
which has been procured at Rs. 4000/quintal used to get a rate of
Rs.7000/quintal earlier. This is despite the fact that the input costs
have increased in this period.
For instance, now a farmer has to pay Rs. 800 for a packet 450
gram cotton while until 2 years earlier they used to get it for Rs.
400, even though the price that farmers get has plummeted. Safed
Dalar (White chana) in malwa region, is being sold at an
exceedingly low price of Rs.4000-4500/quintal while earlier the
minimum price at which farmers used to sell it was Rs.7000/quintal.
Similar tales inform the state of onion and garlic. Specificities
change but the pattern remains the same: Input cost for farmers
has increased but the output cost they get for their product is
decreasing in the last 3 years while the rate of same products
increases significantly the moment it reaches the vyapari. This
economic aspect and farmers’ narrative along these lines are hard
economic facts, rather than emanating from the myth that they
having been cursed by Lord Rama as many would like to believe.
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Further, complicating the woes of the farmers is the factor of
Mahangayi. While the MSP on farmers’ product is declining, the
prices of Petrol and Diesel are spiralling upwards. The petrol and
diesel price in Madhya Pradesh is costlier than all its neighbouring
states, making farmers further vulnerable when one takes the
general drought like condition into account.
For daily wage labourers the main problem is general price
rise including the fare of local mode of transportation that they
take to reach the nearby market or town for work on a daily basis,
while their daily wage remains the same.
In t h i s b ack dro p, t h e c o mb i n at i on of fa ct ors l i ke
demonetization, low MSP and general mahangayi has pushed the
farmers of all class and regions into a state wherein they feel
abandoned by the state as well as the market. This creates a space
for their metamorphosis into the ‘Precariat class’.
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PRECARIAT FARMERS:
The field-study revealed that farmers in Madhya Pradesh are
well informed about their state of affairs and hence angry and
dissatisfied with the incumbent government. Also, overwhelming
section of farmers professed a pro-change sentiment. However,
given the state of opposition Congress, that has not only been out
of power for the last 15 years, but also lost active organizational
presence and dynamic leadership profile at local and constituency
level, has completely failed to inspire and capture the aspirations
of the farmers barring a few pockets. This weakened state of the
only viable alternative to the incumbent party has left farmers
confused wherein majority of the pro-change sentiment ends up
getting qualified by ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’.
In the absence of any history of farmers’ politics–something
that western Uttar Pradesh keeps having – the farmers’ anger
doesn’t seem to have got any organized momentum. For instance,
a majority of farmers sympathized with Mandsaur protest and
refused to buy it as a mischievous ploy by the Congress, we found
none of them joining their fellow farmers at Mandsaur when called.
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This reveals the highly fragmented and disunited state of
farmers in the state who are also caught in their respective identity
of caste and community, thereby further diluting the prospect of
emergence of a strong and pan-state farmers’ consciousness. This
is despite a majority of the farmer respondents across regions chose
to vote as farmers rather than as members of their respective castes
and community as the response to specific question tend to be more
normative than meeting the complexities of actual behaviour when
states’ policies are catering more to the caste and class identity
rather than an peasant occupational one.
All this makes the farmers in the state meeting a dead-end
wherein they are angry but have no clarity as to how to proceed –
a factor further complicated by the open attitudinal hostility by
the vyaparis who control the market– making farmers a precariat
class.
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MAMA & MAKAAN:
POPULAR WELFARE POLICIES
MAMA:
Madhya Pradesh CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan who is referred
to as Mama denotes a soft and affectionate image, which is still
not off the mark even if the extent has diminished considerably in
the last 5 years. In his own words, after launching the popular and
novel welfare policy for girls, Ladli Laxmi Yojna on 1 stApril 2007,
he acquired the role of brothers of all the women and by extension
Mama of their daughters whose interest was protected under the
policy since their birth until their attaining the adulthood at 21.
His image has been associated with a leader who cares for the
people, mingles with them and is like a family member. It must be
remembered that in 2013 when he won the third term for BJP in
MP, the popular media often contrasted his soft image as a regional
BJP satrap with Modi who also returned to power for the 3 rdterm
in the same year.
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Mama also indicates his sense of ordinariness and excellent
rapport with the people – something that is withering pretty fast.
However, still his image is associated with a man who brought
well-meaning welfare policies and ameliorated the state of
‘electricity and road networks’ significantly.
In fact, in the wake of our field study wherein we found a
massive presence of rural distress and farmers’ anger who professed
change, the usual refrain among majority of pro-change when asked
about the reasons behind Mama-led BJP government winning 3
consecutive terms was that he has done good work in the past,
especially for women, girl children and weaker sections besides
having impressive record on electricity and road front.
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Based on the finding of the field study, it emerges categorically
that people aren’t unhappy with Shivraj Singh Chouhan per se. In
fact, in most of the cases their anger and dissatisfaction with
Chouhan-led BJP government is derivative one wherein the primary
source of anger is Modi’s policies that in popular perception has
heralded an era of Mahangayi and pushed farmers into a precarious
state, especially after demonetization.
In nutshell, it could be inferred that the biggest factor that
may account for unmaking of ‘Mama’ in MP is Modi’s policies
and their perceived association with Mahangayi.
The differentiated sentiment of the respondents angry with BJP
was summed up in the response of Ramesh Sirvi, a Rajput farmer
at Rattagarh Kheda in Ratlam district who opined, ‘Soya, chana,
lahsun, kisi fasal ka bhav nai mil raha…Shivraj achha hai par
Modi kharab kar diya’(we are not getting proper rate for any of
our crops… However, Shivraj Singh Chouhan is fine, it’s Modi
who has ruined agriculture).
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Therefore, it would not be wrong to say that Mama would have
been in a more comfortable position without Modi when seen from
the farmers point in Madhya Pradesh. The demonetization and
cumbersome procedural systems that farmers have to go through
ever since cashless payment system became the official policy and
steep price rise in diesel and petrol, have neutralized the positive
traction that chief minister enjoyed with people.
To his credit the state has welfare policies customized for girl
child, widows, senior citizens, unmarried women, pregnant woman,
Dalits and Tribal wherein the main characteristic is their popular
reception on the ground. However, when the targeted welfare
outreach gets engulfed by the debilitating Mahangayi, the soft and
affectionate image gets over-shadowed and the line between
emerging anger and existing affection gets blurred as has been
revealed by the findings.
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MAKAAN
One o f t h e mo st i mp o rta n t p eo ple out reac h t hat BJ P
government in Madhya Pradesh has undertaken on the heels of
election is the implementation of ‘PM Awaas Yojna’ on a mass
footing. The ‘Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojna’, is an improvement
over pre-existing public housing scheme of ‘Indira Awaas Yojna
wherein the selection of beneficiary is not on the basis of states’
BPL lists, but the census-2011 data on housing which gives a more
precise figure of Kutcha houses.
Despite PM Awaas Yojna, the public housing scheme being a
central government initiative started in April 2016 with the motto
of ‘Housing for all’, its implementation in various state stands
varied on account of the 60:40 formula wherein the state
governments are required to share 40% of the cost, i.e, out of Rs.1.2
lacs for one house, the central government’s share would be
Rs.72,000 and state would contribute remaining 48,000.
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In the case of Madhya Pradesh, and to the credit of Shivraj
Singh Chouhan, the public housing projects for the poor is being
implemented with enthusiasm as besides providing puccahouse to
the poor section the government expects to neutralize the expected
electoral losses on account of Mahangayi and farmers’ anger.
Also, the policy has the potential to fracture the farmers issue
along caste and class lines as the occupational identity of farmer
and their collective angst due to Mahangayi, exploitation by
the Vyaparisand perceived apathy of the government would stand
ruptured by policy overtures of housing scheme, ie,Makan, that
stands to divide the farmers into the camps of ‘beneficiaries’ and
‘non-beneficiaries’. This aspect of concentric identities, wherein
a farmer’s identity is differentiated on the basis of class, caste and
region, offers itself to be outreached from multiple vantage points.
Thus, as a farmer one may be a sufferer while as a member of a
particular caste one may be a beneficiary of one or the other public
policy and vice versa.
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As pointed earlier, the state government is implementing the
housing scheme on a war footing by contributing its share
enthusiastically and this has catapulted Madhya Pradesh way ahead
than its neighbouring state like Rajasthan where one misses the
zeal that Shivraj Singh Chouhan government is showing.
The intention of Shivraj Singh Chouhan behind this zeal is
clear: One, in every village he intends to augment his pre-existing
image of being a ‘caring and affectionate leader’. Two, he intends
to sooth the anger of a section of farmers who falls in the category
of BPL by giving them financial assistance for house, thereby not
letting the farmers and their issues emerge as a unified political
narrative on the eve of election.
However, the ground scenario is not exactly as the CM intends
to have wherein the public housing scheme despite succeeding in
dividing the farmers has contested reception even among the
beneficiaries of the scheme.
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In fact, the Makan factor has three differentiated levels of
reception: first, the section who are not eligible for it, like APL
(Above Poverty Line) families who constitute a significant section
of peasantry, second, the ‘beneficiary’ who have started getting
financial support for p ucca h ouse but are privileging the
overarching context of Mahangayi over this customized benefit
and third, the beneficiaries who are willing to prioritize this aspect
over other difficulties, in particular the Mahangayi. The underlying
reasons behind the differential reception of the Makan factor is
an outcome of complex interplay of ‘occupational and ascriptive
identities informed class lines’.
For instance, a group of OBC respondents belonging to Pawar
caste at Bahrai village, Bahrai Tehsil in Seoni district expressed
t h e ir su p p ort to B J P on ac co u n t o f i t s w elf a re
policies, Makan factor being the most prominent and recent one.
However, in the course of conversation they revealed that their
village is dominated by Gond tribes who constitute around 80%
of local population and are heavily tilted towards Congress, making
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them opt for BJP as Congress denotes ‘Adivasi Raj’ – a factor
superseding the earlier invoked incentive of Makanfactor.
Complicating the narrative further, a Muslim respondent, Sheikh
Chhotu at Kheri village in Khandwa district opined that he would
vote for BJP for its work and giving him Makan.
A similar narrative comes from a small Muslim shopkeeper
who also stated his inclination to vote for BJP this time on account
of getting a monthly pension of Rs.300 besides Makan.However,
he is vehemently contradicted by two old Gujjar couple sitting
around his shop. The old Gujjar woman, Rukmini Bai, categorically
stated that ‘Modi is baar Utarega, Kisan Padeshan hai, Bhav Nahi
mil Raha’(Modi will lose power this time as farmers are in distress
on account of not getting proper rate for their crops). Her husband
endorsed her views and clarified that though Modi is responsible
for their woes, they would not vote even for Shivraj Singh Chouhan
fo r his f ail ure to help
farmers. The pro-change
sentiment emerges more
prominently among the
tribal who despite being
b e n ef ici a ry
of
g o v er n me n t
p ol i ci es
including Makan, feel
pushed to the margin due
to steep Mahangayi.
Sunil More and other respondents belonging to Bhil tribe at
Bhatalpura village, Bhikangaon Tehsil in Khargone district are
sitting in front of their under construction house as a beneficiary
of the housing scheme. However, he is a strong proponent of
change with proper reasons.
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He states, ‘apne ko to makan diya,
mo d i ne lat r in e ba t hro o m d i ya
etc…Par log mahangayi se padeshaan
hain.. jiske muh se suno wo bolta hai
ki badlav chahiye… abhi jo poore
kapde admi pahan raha hia par agar
narendra Modi ko dubara jitaya to
kapde bhi chhte pahanane padenge’
(I am the beneficiary of the schemes
of Makan, toilet etc. But people are
d i s t r es s ed
b y Ma ha n ga y i an d
consequently, are clamouring for
change. At least we could get fully
dressed until now, however, we may
be forced to dress partially if Modi were to come again).
Expressing the pro-change sentiment, albeit for different
reason, a group of Bhilala tribe at Malberi village, Rajpur Tehsil
in Barwani district opined, ‘Makaan bas kisi kisi ko dete hian, sab
logo ko nahi dete… jinka achha makan hai usko mil gaya, jinko
milna chahiye unko nahi mila… Is baar parivartan hoga’ (Not
everyone gets Makan, in fact, the ones who already have better
house are getting it and the deserving one are excluded… this time
government will change). This aspect of the poor getting divided
between the two camps, th e ‘beneficiaries’ and the ‘nonb en ef iciaries ’, gets f urt her elu ci d ated by two Bhil Trib e
respondent, Ranchhor Minawa and oither at Jikri Bheri village,
Kukshi Tehsil in Dhar district who are small farmer-cum-labourer
and feel pressed by the Mahangayi and excluded from the benefit
of Makanmaking them state, ‘Jisko makan nahi mila usko party
badalna padega’, (those who didn’t get Makanwould vote for
change).
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A diagrammatically opposite response come from two Bhil
tribes, Bitu Bamnia and Jitendra Baghel at Padliya village ,Kukshi
Tehsil in Dhar district, who professed strong support to BJP by
saying, ‘Mahangayi hai, par chuki Sarkar itna kar rahi to denge
Sarkar ko hi kyunki itna bhi to kar rahi hai,, jo fayda kar rahi hai
usko denge...Hum to budhdhe bhi ho jaate to bhi nahi banta
ma kaa n…t hod a sah ar a h o gaya to ba n gaya kar j leke…’
(Mahangayiis a factor but the government is also doing its bit to
help us through whatever measures it could and therefore as
beneficiaries we would vote for the government. We could never
have thought of having a pucca house in our life. The partial
support of government helped us built the house by borrowing
mon ey). This complicated maze of ‘beneficiary and nonbeneficiary’ got another dimension by a group of Bhil tribes at
Amlifaliya village in Jhabua district who declared, ‘bahut kam logo
ko kutir mila, jyada ko nahi mila par mahangayi sa sab padeshan
h a i n t o pa ri var tan ki s o ch r a h e h a i n ’ (v ery fe w pe op le
got Makan, majority didn’t get it while Mahanagayi is affecting
everyone and we are thinking of change).
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PEOPLES PERCEPTION ON
BJP & CONGRESS

BJP, despite facing 15 years of antiincumbency in Madhya Pradesh, has
u n an i mi t y o n t he qu e st ion of
leadership. There’s no state leader who
could match the stature or acceptability
that Shivraj Singh Chouhan enjoys even when a significant
percentage of electorates accuse him of having been complacent
in his third tenure.
Secondly, in responses after responses, majority of even prochange oriented respondents opined that the change of state
leadership within BJP would further damage the electoral prospect
of the party as the CM still has rapport with the people on account
of popular welfare policies undertaken earlier.
There were some references of change of face within BJP by
projecting Kailash Vijayvargi as the next CM candidate. However,
field study revealed that his acceptability is very limited even in
his bastion Indore district. Secondly, except some Brahmin
respondents, who praised Kailash Vijayvargi over Chouhan, no
one was enthused by the question of projecting an alternative
leadership.
In fact, an overwhelming section of the respondents across
the region argued that the state leadership would have been in a
comfortable position, had the central leadership of Modi and his
policies (demonetization and steep price rise in Petrol and Diesel
leading to hardship for common people) not dented the popularity
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Chouhan had been enjoying. In this backdrop, central BJP
leadership under Modi is emerging as a cumbersome baggage for
the state leadership.
However, in terms of the organizational presence, BJP has
well-oiled party machinery from top to constituency level. The
settled question of leadership ensures that the cadres and the local
leaders have clarity over the policies and issues. Nonetheless, it
was reported by many respondents that BJP cadres at the local
level are not as active this time as desired due to the farmers’
distress wherein they are both witness to the distressing fact and
have to face flank from the people. It was found that most of the
sitting MLAs of the party are unpopular and anti-incumbency at
constituency level is an important electoral aspect.
Since, the party has a thick presence and Shivraj Singh
Chouhan is known to keep himself informed and updated about
the ground scenario, his people outreach and inherent strategy gives
us an idea as to how the party is going to mobilize the electorate
and expects to neutralize the anger it faces from a section of
electorates, particularly, the farmers.
The enthusiastic implementation of ‘Pradhan Mantri Awaas
Yojna’ wherein in every village
some BPL families are emerging as
the policy beneficiary is creating a
s e n s e t h a t t he i n cu mb e n t
government is concerned about the
welfare of the people. Along with
the on-going implementation of
public housing scheme, the CM is
u n d er t aki ng man y p o p u l a r
decisions, like waiving electricity
bills of irrigation etc.
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However, the dominant aspect that remains consistent as
opined by majority of the respondents, BJP, besides taking positive
steps, one again expects to emerge as the default beneficiary on
account of the weaker Congress’ organizational structure and
factional infighting within the party despite their apparent
declaration of unity.
Also, the strong base of RSS and its affiliate organizations
especially in Mahakaushal and Malva region would be factors
augmenting the effectiveness of electoral strategy of BJP. In
particular, RSS’ affiliates like Janjati Kalyan Kendrahas a strong
presence among the tribal in the state.
The bottom line is, state BJP leadership would have been in a
better position had Modi’s policies not drawn such adverse
response from farmers. On the other hand, without the Makan
factor, the party would have completely lost the electoral narrative
this time.
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The party has got a popular
re cal l v a l ue af t er re gis t e ri ng
victory in the recent by-elections
and local body elections in the
state. However, the confusing
signals on leadership issue did not
help the Congress encash the antichange sentiment and the ground
an ger amo ng s ec ti o ns o f t he
electorate. The party is seen as not being serious enough to stake
its claim for power and failing to mobilise the people on the
ground.
It was reported that the factionalism informing the Congress
is a feature from top to bottom and even block level activists and
leaders are divided along the factional lines of belonging to
‘Scindiya camp’, or ‘Digvijay camp’ or ‘Kamalnath camp’.
However, it was also reported that chairman of state coordination
committee, Digvijay Singh is endeavouring to forge a sense of
unity among the local level leaders.
The findings of the field study based on peoples’ response give
a clear picture on state of Congress leadership from peoples’
vantage point:
Jyotiraditya Scindiya, undisputedly emerged as the most
popular choice across the state. In fact, a significant section of the
undecided respondents categorically opined that the projection of
Scindiya as the party’s face would ensure their support to Congress.
This popular opinion regarding Scindiya was seconded by many
pro-BJP respondents who professed that the projection of Scindiya
would spell trouble for Shivraj Singh Chouhan.
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We found that Scindiya is not only highly popular in Chambal,
Gwalior, Bundelkhad and Baghelkhand region, but his appeal
strongly extends into Mahakaushal, Malva and Bhopal region. In
fact, even in places like Chhindwara–the bastion of Kamalnath–
Scindiya as a choice emerges at par with former.
On the other hand, Kamalnath’s appeal doesn’t extend the
boundary of Chhindwara district wherein he has invested a lot since
1980 when he was elected as an M.P for the first time. He may be
a senior Congress leader, but he lacks the mass appeal like
Scindiya. In the age of populist governments led by a popular leader
like Shivraj Singh Chouhan, the section of the people who desire
change of government seek a leader who is equally enthusiastic
not only in his intent but also in the popular perception of the
people. The feature that places Scindiya way ahead of other leaders
in peoples’ perception is he is a ‘new face without any baggage’
and ‘his image of being a strong leader full of energy’. Kamalnath
lacks all these sought after traits and consequently doesn’t resonate
with the electorate outside Chhindwara.
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In this conundrum of Scindiya vs Kamalnath wherein the latter
doesn’t meet the parameter of a leader that overwhelming section
of people desire, the response on veteran leader Digvijay Singh is
also not encouraging.
Digvijay Singh is cited as the main villain behind 15
years Vanvas(exile) of the party. In popular perception across the
state, the year 2003, when Congress under his leadership lost power
to BJP, signify bad and bitter memory: pathetic electricity supply
that reportedly didn’t last more than 2 hours a day, horrible
conditions of the roads– the issues attributed to the electoral
decline of Congress. In fact, many respondents stated that ‘in 2003
Digvijay Singh gifted Madhya Pradesh to BJP on platter’.
The criticism against him doesn’t stop here and he is accused,
often irrationally and wrongly, by many respondents particularly
t he OBCs an d up per cas tes of ch ampioning t he c ause of
the Dalits in his second tenure by bringing allegedly draconian
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measures wherein the lands allotment to the latter were done in an
unfair and forced manner – the resistance to which witnessed abuse
of ‘Harijan Act’. Hence, to the majority of upper castes and OBCs
in particular, Digvijay Singh is still a political villain and disliked
personality.
In addition to this identity oriented criticism, a significant
percentage of the respondents attributed Digvijay Singh of
antagonizing the government employees in his second tenure when
he attempted to enforce fiscal discipline by sacking the irregular
government employees whose services had not been regularized
before 1989, preferring massive measures of contractual job
system, calling pension an ‘unproductive expenditure’ and thereby
presenting a brute ‘neo-liberal’ face that witnessed electoral
decimation in 2003, where upon the party never recovered.
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The sentiment of the people was summed by two Rajput farmer
respondents, Bhagwan Singh and Gowardhan Singh at Rajota
village in Ujjain district, who while opining strong pro-Congress
position qualified his statement by saying, ‘Digvijay aa gaya to
agle 20 saal BJP hi rahni hai’(if Digvijay Singh is projected as
party’s face then BJP would rule the state for another 20 years).
Further, there was not a single mention about his much-hyped
Narmada Parikarama in the state. People were more reflective on
his second tenure, thereby blaming him for Congress’ exile from
the power. After losing power in 2003, he went for a self-imposed
electoral exile for 10 years that ended in 2014 when he entered
Parliament as a Rajya Sabha member from Madhya Pradesh,
however, the exile of Congress that in popular parlance gets
attributed to him is yet to end.
In this backdrop, the takeaway from peoples view is the
indispensability of Scindiya if the Congress aspires to capture the
aspiration of the people and cash-in on the ground anger.
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Irrespective of the electoral
outcomes, if one is to go by the
re s po n s e s o f t h e el ec t ora te s ,
Madhya Pradesh – which already
h as a s tro n g two -party s ys tem
wherein they collectively account
for more than 80% of popular votes– is heading for a more intense
polarized election between BJP and Congress wherein the smaller
players in select pockets like BSP in parts of Chambal, Gwalior,
B u n d e lk h a n d a n d B a gh e l k h an d reg io n w ould be f urt h er
marginalized as most of the Dalit respondents in these regions
didn’t specify the Dalit party as their preferred option. In all
likelihood the party would lose its vote percentage despite talk of
Congress-BSP alliance. Similarly, Gondwana Party, a tribal outfit
having some pocket of influence in Gond-tribe based areas in
Mahakoshal region, have lost the popular appeal and may not even
be in the position of playing the role of spoiler for the two parties.
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SUB-REGIONAL POLITICAL DYNAMICS
In our next report we would present in detail the sub-regional
political dynamics, the issues dominating them, the leaders there
and the caste and community preferences. Upfront these are the
basic findings.
GWALIOR REGION
BUNDELKHAND REGION

: In Chambal and Gwalior region,
Congress is very popular.
: Dominance of Congress.

BAGHELKHAND REGION

: Dominance of Congress.

MAHAKOSHAL REGION

: Edge to BJP

MALWA REGION

: Close contest.

BHOPAL REGION

: Edge to BJP.
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CASTE/COMMUNITY WISE CHOICES
TRIBES

: Congress has decisive edge among the
Tribes.

OBC

: BJP enjoys an edge among the OBCs.

DALITS

: Congress has decisive edge among the
Dalits.

RAJPUTS

: Congress enjoys edge among Rajputs.

BRAHMIN

: BJP has overarching edge among
Brahmins

JAINS/ BANIAS

: BJP has overarching edge among Jains
and Banias.

MUSLIMS

: Congress enjoys overarching edge.
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RIPE FOR CHANGE
The BJP oft-repeated slogan in various state Assembly
elections is: Time for Change. It would not be an exaggeration to
say that the boot is now on the other foot.
The ground in Madhya Pradesh is conducive for change of
guard on account of factors like, 15 years of anti-incumbency,
hardships and sufferings of the people due to demonetization, steep
price rise, the emergence of rural distress in general and farmers’
anger in particular, the dissatisfaction of government employees
and the alienation of unemployed youths. As discussed earlier,
these negative factors far outweigh the positives that Shivraj Singh
Chouhan government has delivered to different sections of
electorate through a web of customized welfare measures and
policies.
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However, the fact that majority of the respondents who opined
a pro-change sentiment qualified their narrative with multiple ‘ifs
and buts’ signify that there is still a huge gap between the prochange sentiment and their translation into anti-BJP and proCongress vote.
As the field study reveals, the major impinging factor affecting
the electoral outcome in Madhya Pradesh would not be the strategy
of BJP, but rather, how the Congress projects itself. A constant
among pro-change responses was the popular desire to see
Congress with a face rather than a united face of erstwhile factional
leaders. Mere posturing of a united face is a non-starter as people
want a face who would be the leader backed by all. Congress
without a CM face, who could match both the stature and popularity
of Shivraj Singh Chouhan, would be found wanting in its zeal to
craft a change.
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The question as to who would be the CM face from Congress
is going to be the most crucial factor. Hence, the other two factors
concerning Congress: one, the party’s electoral fortune would be
negatively affected if it doesn’t project a candidate to match Shivraj
Singh Chouhan appeal even if it’s dwindling, and two, who the
candidate would be.
To put it simply it boils down to the Congress getting down to
the business of putting up a truly united fight. On one hand they
have to portray the CM being a ‘Ghoshana Veer’ and as a man
who is on the spree of making hollow promises, as stated by a
significant section of angry people, particularly famers. On the other,
they have to instil and infuse new hope by a projecting and
articulating an alternate agenda for the people when the Congress
comes to power. Stressing on one and failing to project the other
would be an exercise in futility.
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To the credit of the CM, it must be said that he is not leaving
any stone unturned to win over the public despite the devastating
impact of demonetization on farmers and the abnormal rise in
essential commodities and fuel prices. It must be noted, while
majority of respondents complained about rampant corruption, but
the charges were directed against the local block and government
offices. In fact, there was hardly any mention of much talked
‘Vyaapam scam’, and people were not very responsive about the
same.
Therefore, it wouldn’t be remarkable if Congress manages to
win after a long hiatus when the BJP government has to tackle a
plethora of challenges from 15 years of anti-incumbency, plus a
blow to rural and agrarian economy by the devastating impact of
demonetization. It also would not be remarkable if BJP gets
defeated after ruling the state continuously for 15 years.
Both national leaders, Narendra Modi and Rahul Gandhi, have
been found in this study to be largely irrelevant in the state’s
scheme of things this winter. The fight is predominantly on issues
that are festering on the ground, even if the cause is the Prime
Minister’s policies. Here Shivraj Singh Chouhan’s signature
line: Naa Roounga, Naa Rone Dunga (I will not cry, I will not let
an yo ne cr y) i s a l re ad y
drifting in the wind.
The outcome that could
truly be termed remarkable
would be that somehow the
Congress manages to lose
even when the ground is
fertile for change.
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